COMPLETE SECONDARY

SYSTEII

DESIGNED U/ITFI
STYLH And ELEGANCE
Double Glazing makes your house feel bigger and more
comfortable because you live right up to your windows
. . . AND STILL TEEL UTARII!
YOUR LOCAL STOCKIST iS

technical
specification
I'letal Sections are manufactured from HE9 extruded aluminium to 8.5. 1474 and standard finish is anodised
to B.S. 161s AAs.
Alternatively, Sections are available, at slight extra cost, finished in Electrophoretic White or Bronze Anodised.
Glazing is with flexlble P.V.C. gasket.
Sealing for the slide units ls by twin Polypropylene Weatherpile, and the hinged and fixed units are sealed
by the use of long-life closed cell expanded neoprene.
4, 5 or 6mm glass may be used as required.
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(Available for all Sliding'units,
Verticai ancl Horizontal, also
Lifr our units).
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(Available for Honzontal and
Vertic'al sliding units).

Colour matched flexib{e
infill strip (to conceal ftxrngs)
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sliding

windows
Designed with sryle and taste to blend unobtrusively with most
fypes of existing windows. Highly efficient sealing qualities are
combined with easy opening action. Horizontal and Vertical Slide
Units are all doubly sealed with twin Polypropylene Weatherpile.
Hinged Units are retained closed by an ingenious semi-automatic
catch, unsurpassed for effective simplicily.

TU/O
PANEL
SLIDER

THREE
PANEL
SLIDER

Sliding frame
containing
Polypropylene
Handle

, Bottom slide
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Nylon button or ball-raced stainless
steel rollers.

Rigid P.V.C
runners

Side

track

Self-tapping
SCTEWS

These tailor made
units which have many
plus fearures including lift out
panels for easy cleaning, together
with the most exacting technical specification
combine to make our system the obvious choice for
the discriminating buyer. Judge for yourself, ask for a
quotation. You may even be pleasantly surprised!

LIFT OUT
UNIT

This versatile lift out
unit facilitates the
cleaning of cloor panels
or non-opening windows.

VERNCAL
SLIDING UNIT
Sophisticated vertical
sliding unit that blends
well with most existing
window constructions.
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FIX
UNIT

lulore and more sensible people are becoming aware
of the benefits to be gained from Double Glazing.
Like Central Heating, it is now thought of as essential
to good standards of comfort and civilised living. The

advantages include reduced heat loss, less noise
penetration, less condensation, complete elimination of

Section

containing glass

HINGE
UNIT

draughts, together with increased property value - all this for
relatively little outlay, which is recovered over the years bY lower
fuel bills! It is really no longer a question of should we have Double
Glazing, but which should we have. As there is considerable variety from
which to choose, this question may well be something of a problem; but before
you decide which brand is for you, be sure to consider the merits of our Double
Glazing system.

Hinge

Self-tapping
SCTCW

Hinged and fixed units can be fitted to almost any shape of
window. They provide effective thermal insulation and sound
reduction simply and inexpensively.
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